
Sports Week Activities 

 

Lava  

This is a simple game of make believe that requires listening and reacting 

quickly. When one person calls out “lava,” players pretend that lava is 

flowing and will soon cover the ground. To escape, everyone must quickly move to a nearby “rock” or high 

point and stand on it. 

 Dance: Classy Moves  

The dance leader will be in the middle. The dance leader will dance in the middle for 10 seconds. Everyone 

must copy the dance leader's classy moves. Then it's someone else's turn. 

Freeze Dance Party  

It's time for a dance party! But it's not an ordinary dance party, it's a FREEZE dance party. The teacher is 

the freeze dance leader. When the leader starts dancing, everyone can dance! When the freeze dance leader 

stops dancing, all players freeze and stop dancing. If a players are caught dancing when they should be 

frozen, they do five star jumps, squats, or toe touches.  

Circus High Wire  

Players imagine they are in the circus on the high wire (line of tape)! Players' feet must stay on the high 

wire (line of tape) and follow the leader's directions.. If a player steps off the high wire, he or she does five 

star jumps, then rejoins the game! 

 

HIT Record 

The leader calls out controls that you would find on a video camera (play, stop, rewind, fast forward). Each 

control has a related activity that players have to perform. 

 • Play – walk around  

• Rewind – walk backward  

• Pause – jump 

 • Fast forward – run 

 • Stop – freeze 

 • Slow-motion – slow movement  



Mr Wolf 

Players are the rabbits and the teacher is the wolf. The goal is for the rabbits to avoid being “tagged” by the 

wolf. To start, students ask, “What’s the time Mr Wolf?” Whatever time the wolf says is the number of steps 

the rabbits take toward the wolf. For example: six o’clock = six steps. If the wolf says, "It’s dinnertime," the 

rabbits must run back to the start line before the wolf.  

Lion’s Den  

Players line up standing 2m away from each other. Players are the hunters, and the leader is the lion. When 

the lion is in its den, it goes to sleep. Hunters must silently tip-toe to try and make it past the den. If the 

lion hears any noise, it will wake up and roar! The hunters must freeze. If a hunter is caught moving by the 

lion, he or she must return to the starting line. 

 

Traffic Lights  

Line up at the starting line! Teacher represents the traffic light and children represent the cars.  

• Green light – Move forward  

• Red light – Children must freeze  

• Amber – Walk slowly If children are caught moving during a red light they return to the starting line. 

 

 

 

 
 

 


